
CASE STUDY



The Royal Albert Hall is probably the world’s most famous concert venue, with a full 

and varied calendar entertaining 1.7 million people every year, with millions more 

enjoying their events through broadcasts, recordings and new media channels.

 

Tickets to the 390 events that take place within the main auditorium are sold 

through the Halls busy Box Office operation.  Keeping this ticketing infrastructure 

running smoothly requires the combined efforts of the Halls IT, Box Office and 

Digital teams.  Whilst in the background, NCS who have worked closely with the 

RAH for a number of years, provide a managed service for the mission critical SQL 

databases, ensuring they are available and secure 24x7.  
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FINDING THE PROBLEMS
Early in 2017 during the Hall’s normal load testing 

cycle, a previously unseen performance bottleneck was 

identified that could impact the responsiveness of the 

ticketing platform during peak load scenarios, resulting 

in a reduction in throughput.

 

As part of the Hall’s response to identifying and 

troubleshooting the bottleneck, NCS (who specialise 

in database performance tuning) were asked to 

undertake detailed monitoring during the load tests, 

so as to provide insight in to what could be happening 

at the database level to account for the degradation in 

performance.

 

A number of load testing sessions were arranged to 

stress test the entire ticketing infrastructure, during 

which NCS recorded database activity and provided 

diagnosis and solutions for the issues.

WORKING SOLUTIONS 
Many performance issues can be fixed directly within 

the database configuration and opportunities for 

performance turning were found resulting a reduction 

in server load during testing.

 

Several queries were also identified that required the 

intervention of the Hall’s application team to resolve. 

The RAH are fortunate to have a close, collaborative 

relationship with their software developers and 

throughout the load testing cycles, they were consulted 

and worked alongside NCS to amend queries that were 

implemented into the ticketing system.

 

TEAMWORK
The collaborative team based approach of NCS, 

working alongside Hall staff, application and web 

development teams and the independent load test 

specialists, ultimately identified the root cause of the 

performance degradation which was addressed.

 

As a result of the analysis work, the RAH were able to 

confirm the performance issue was not a result of a 

hardware bottleneck, thereby avoiding the need to add 

additional processing resource and the associated 

expensive license implications.
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PUT TO THE TEST
During a very large event promotion and associated 

ticket sale taking place after the remediation work, 

the ticketing infrastructure operated at expected 

throughput levels without incident.  Performance 

indicators showed throughput levels consistent with 

previous maximums and throughout the onsale, NCS 

continued to monitor the SQL infrastructure to ensure it 

operated within expected parameters.

 

THE FUTURE
NCS will continue working with The Royal Albert 

Hall and their developers to explore opportunities to 

implement more significant recommendations to take 

advantage of SQL’s latest features such as the Hekaton 

engine and lockless tables in order to further improve 

platform performance.
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